The real roots of a polynomial wit h rati onal coefficie nts may be evaluated to absolute precision by integer arith me t ic. Based upon the t heorems of S turm and Budan, two a lgorithms for this evaluation are de sc ribed . and so me comparati ve observations are offered.
Introduction
Given so me Po(x), we conside r the seq ue nce poex), PI (x), . . .
Pt(x) of polynomials

Pi(X) = L pl,V x"j -m
f~rmed by an algorith m (detaile d below) under whic h th e degrees no, nl , ... nt of the Pi (x) decrease monotonically. We de note degree drop by d i = ni -nj _ 1 ~ 1; we distinguish th e lead in g and maximum coefficien t magnitudes of th e Pi (x) by Ci = I p\/) I a nd gi ~ I pI!') I; we deno te the norms of the P;(x) by ej = (~(p\,:»2) 1/2; and we distinguish the de gree of the initia l Po(x) by N = no. W e observe t~N, and we defineM=N-l.
We consider two algorithms. In the Sturm case: PI (x) is the derivative of Po(x) , and each othe r P i(x) is the negative of the remainder polyn omial upon dividing P i-2(X) by P j _ 1 (x); and di ~ 1 yields t ~ N. In th e Budan (or Fourier-Budan) case : every Pi(x) for i ~ 1 is the derivative of P j _ I (x); and all d i = 1 yields t = N. We discuss th ese cases, first together, and then separately.
We seek the real roots of Po (x) b y determining the pIA) for i ~ 1 and then employing a proced ure which requires determining, for selected values of x, the sign(s) of either Po(x) or all Pj( x). Hen ce, as convenient, we may replace any Pi (x) by any associate polynomial form ed by multiplying Pi( x) by some positive s caling factor Ii. Arbitrarily, we regard PhO) > 0; and (optionally) we ignore zero roots of P o(x) by imposing p~o) ¥ 0 (adjusting N if necessary). Tri vially, we demandN > o.
By B we denote some bound s uc h that all real roo ts of P o(x) lie in the range -B < x ~ B (e.g_, eu < B ); a nd, by analyzing the signs of the ?i(X) at interval e ndpoints , we develop su ccessively s malle r intervals x' < x ~ x" within -B < x ~ B to bou nd each root in an interval of desired s mall len gth.
We conside r onl y rational p~.?) (e.g., terminating digital expressions), and we restrict all 1; to be rational, when ce all pl/,) are rational.
For 
. which apply in establishing R (x', x") ~ R (x', x") are discussed ~eparately for the Sturm and Budan cases below.
In both cases, establishing B as any (e.g., the smallest) integer power of 2 which maximizes
R(-B,+B) ~R(-oo, +(0)' and employing Vex) at interval endpoints , the real roots of Po(x)
may be separated into intervals of lengths diminishing to 1-and thus evaluated to within an error of at most 1-by repeated interval halving: first of the initial interval -B < x ~ B, and then of its repeatedly halved subintervals
The Sturm Case
The Sturm algorithm is expressible as
terminating when Pt + I (x) = 0 , where (h and cPi are positive scaling factors and the Oi (x) are discarded.
Obviously dl = 1, but di ~ 1 applies for i ~ 2; and t ~ N. The constrain that all p~;! be integers commends the establishment of Oi = (Ci-I ) d; -Z+I, and cPi > 0 may be chosen arbitrarily so long as the integer quality of the p;2 is maintained. Under Euclid's algorithm (for polynomials), the final P t (x) is (within scaling factors) the greatest-degree polynomial divisor of every Pi (x), and each of its roots is a root of every P; (x) ; and, by a property of the derivative, each single or multiple root of Po (x) is , to multiplicity one less, a root of each
In the Sturm case, every single or multiple root of Po(x) counting exactly once, R (x· ', X,i)
provided that neither x' nor x" is a root of Pt(x) (for then would follow all Pj(x) =0); however this constraint upon x' and x" vanishes when every Pi(x) is replaced by its quotient upon division by (p~t)ICt)Pt(x), for then Po(x) contains no multiple roots, and Pt(x) =± 1 (and N is correspondingly reduced by nt) .
For the choice all cPi= 1, the p\J) may assume unreasonable magnitudes when not all C;= 1.
The cPi may be chosen [1] I such that the magnitude of each pr,,~) is equal to that of a particular subdeterminant, of order 2(N -n;) - Indeed , in the Sturm case, the p (:J may be computed [2 , 3J as ± de te rminants of ele me nt p~A -J) and pV,-2) ; and when they are so computed, the magnitudes of intermediately formed products of p~: -1) and p~: -2 ) may exceed G, parti c ularly for the larger values of i. However, th e bound G does apply for the p(iJ. magnitudes throughout 2 ~ i ~ t, and the generation of the Sturm polynomial c oefficients may be conducted to digital precision which need but modestly exceed two times (for sign) the bound G: e.g., modulo some prime which exceeds 2G ; or, to pre clude engaging c umbersomely large integers, by a modular arithmetic in which each quantity is represented by its residue s, modulo a set of distinct primes whose product exceeds 2G.
The Budan Case
Th e Budan algorithm [5] is Pi( X) = d(Pi-1 (x ) ) /dx for i = 1, 2 , . . . t = N. All d; = I ; and , indeed , PI( X) need not be co mputed , for it is a co nstant Pd x ) = (N! ) PbO) of sign identical to that of PhO). Clearly, all p( ,~ magnitudes for i < t are bounded by
In th e Bud a n case, e ve ry m-fold root of Po(x ) bein g counted m tim es,
is an uppe r bound on th e numbe r of real roo ts of Po(x) in th e inte rval x' < x~x", and R(x ', x") can differ fro m R (x', x") only by a n e ven integer. Th e refore R (x', x" ) is kn own precisely only
The pote nti al e ve n integer excess of R (x', x") ove r R (x ', x") accrues from pote ntial co mpl exconju gate pairs of roots of Po(x ) ; a nd th e e ngage me nt of R (x', x") in isola tin g th e real roots of Po (x) introdu ces potential ambi guity , wh en R (x' , x" ) ~ 2, in di stingui shin g th e occurrence of complex roots of Po( x) from two cas es of the occ urre nce of real roots in x ' < x ~ x": th e case of m-fold real roots, for m ~ 2 , which are not expressible as integers under whatever upscaling is employed; and the case of distinct (single or multiple) real roots which lie in the same interval x' < x ~ x" and differ in value by less than the resolution employed (utlimately x" -x' = 1).
In particular cases, however, such ambiguity may be removable, at least partially, by two devices.
Under Descartes' rule , Po(x) can have no more positive real roots than the number of sign changes in the sequence p~o), p\O), . . . p~O) and no more negative real roots than in that sequence with every alternate p~,?) negated.
Also, denoting by Vm (x) the number of sign changes in the sequence PI (x) , PI -I (x), ... Pm (x) , and definin g Rm( x ' , x") = Vm(x') -V",(x") , and constraining m ~ t -2: if ph-ex') > 0 and Ph-(x") > 0 for all k = t , t -1, . . . m , exce pt only 0 > PII/ +1 (x') , th e n RII/ (x ' , x") = 2, but no real root of Pm (x ) can exist in x' < x ~ x" whe n the respective magnitudes of P", (x ' ) ; and Pm( x") exceed x" -x' times those of their tan ge nt slopes Pill + I (x ') and P", + I (x" ) and a corres ponding argument applies for < vice > . [And x" -x ' = 1 in the ultimate resolution.] The occ urrence of every such condition , [or a di stin c t interval x ' < x ~ x", re veals the existe nce of one pair of complex-conjugate roots of Pili (x), and th erefore o[ Po (x) , for the real roots of every Pi (x) separate those of Pi-I (x).
Summary
Comparison and/or contrast between the Sturm and Budan algorithms for polynomial real root evaluation is diffic ult to express , for performance under either is conditioned by the particular set of p~?) which comprise Po(x) .
For equal expenditure of digit capacity, in a computer, to accommodate the p}.~) in either case , and for large N and large (multi·decimal-digit) p\.?) magnitudes, th e bounds e~' e~' / [co , CI) and (M! )eo suggest the achievement of higher resolution of real roots under the Budan case , but at risk of uncertainty in the solution whenever R (x' , x") > 1 occ urs for some x' < x ~ x" at th e termination (x" -x ' = 1) of interval halving.
Under the Sturm case. the precise value of R (x', x") is known for every interval x' < x ~ x", but to potentially lower resolution because of the evidently higher a priori bound on the magnitudes of the pl~).
In the appendix is displayed a table , summarizing admittedly limited experience for the Sturm case, showing common logarithms of: (a) the bound eie~l; (b) the maximum gi generated in exec uting the Sturm algorithm for 1>; = S1S2 . . • Si -2C; -2 but otherwise without common factor removal (without reducing the p~:) magnitudes by [co , CI)); and (c) the maximum gi after common factor removal among the coefficients of each Pi (x) [and after division of each Pi (x) by (p~t)/Ct )Pt (x) ) . The first 14 of the 16 entries are for the Nth degree polynomials whose roots are -1, -2, . . . -N for N ~ 14; the 15th entry is for the 10th degree polynomial with the six real roots -1/10, -1/11 , 0 , 8101/8111 , 1, 2, and the two doubled imaginary roots ± i; and the last entry [4] is for the 8th degree polynomial x 8 -134x 7 + 6496x 6 -147854x 5 + 1709659x 4 - For the first 14 entries, the sharpness of the reduction from (a) to (b) and (c) probably is due to the algebraic regularity with which the pl.?) are expressible -as sums of products of integers (root negatives). For these 14 entries the maximum gi occurs among the lower values of i, and, through symmetry in this " canonical" case of uniformly spaced roots , each PN(x) has the final (common factor removed) form 2x + (N + 1) for even N and x + (N + 1) /2 for odd N.
For the last two entries , the reduction from (a) to (b) and (c) is less pronounced , probably because of less algebraic regularity among the pl.?).
However, despite the magnitude of the reduction from (a) to (b) and (c) for the last two entriesno further data [2] are available at this writing-there exists considerable contrast between the magnitudes of (c) (for the Sturm case) and the corresponding common logarithms of the bound (M!)go (which would apply for the Budan case): 49.73 versus 11.52 for the 15th entry and 34.93 versus 11.18 for the 16th entry.
This contrast suggests serious consideration of the Budan algorithm , as well as the (infallible) Sturm algorithm , as a mechanism for determining, to absolute precision by integer arithmetic, the real roots of polynomials of large degree with large rational coefficient magnitudes.
